
Holy History Sharing

Who is Holy History Sharing for?
Anyone who became part of Thornapple before 2022. 
This large group of the church experienced a number of 
losses throughout the last decade. The earliest may be the 
retirement of founding pastor, Steve Armfield, in 2009. The latest may be the resignation of minister or worship 
arts, Michael Weller in late 2021 and dealing with a global pandemic. Sisters and brothers in Christ who we have 
gotten close with have left Thornapple over the years. Patterns and programs have changed and therefore 
involve some degree of loss. In actuality, anyone who is trying to make sense of Thornapple’s season of loss is 
welcome at a Holy History Sharing.

What is a Holy History Sharing?
A Holy History Sharing is an exercise in communal remembering and lament. It is a way to remember together 
what has happened and to lament the parts involving suffering, hurt, loss, disappointment, sadness, fear and 
grief. All of this is done claiming God is present in everything and is never done writing the story.

When/where will Holy History Sharing happen?
We are planning a monthly gathering throughout the summer on site at Thornapple.

Why do a Holy History Sharing?
A Holy History Sharing helps balance the two sides of the Christian prayer life: praise and lament. We are quite 
familiar with praise. But lament is rather foreign. Our culture (and church) likes to sweep dirt under the rug, look 
on the bright side and “move on” from the past. A Holy History Sharing helps fill out our memories of the past 
with greater cohesion to reality - the good and the bad parts. It also brings us into a fuller understanding of God 
being with us in all things and increases our faith that God is at work in the world.

How does a Holy History Sharing work?
There are three components:
• On our own, we will each write up to one-page describing what has happened at Thornapple over the past 

decade. This is to be done prayerfully, thoughtfully and honestly from your perspective. More detailed 
instructions are on the next page.

• When we gather together, each person will read their Holy History aloud and in turn, listen carefully to others’. 
We will reflect together and try to generate the fullest account based on the experiences of those present.

• On our own, we will be invited to prayerfully lament with our sisters and brothers.

So what?
All humans experience pain; it’s part of the gap between heaven and earth. What do you do with your pain, then? 
Ignore, share, transmit, wallow, lash out or numb? As Christians who are now “in Christ,” what do we do with our 
pain before God? Sometimes we rationalize, spiritualize or minimize it. Lament is a prayer in pain that leads to trust. 
Lament helps us stop looking away from our pain and gives us the resources to look at in all of its fullness. But it 
doesn’t end there; we’re not meant to dwell in the pain. Lament provides a way forward so we can experience 
communion with God and our sisters and brothers and allow the Spirit to transform us. Someone said if your pain 
is not transformed by God, it will be transmitted to those around you.



Holy History Writing Instructions

It seems a look back before we move ahead would be good for Thornapple right now. Sankofa is a West African 
word meaning “looking backward to move forward.” It is language the Evangelical Covenant Church uses for The 
Sankofa Journey, which seeks to assist disciples of Christ on their move toward a righteous response to the social 
ills related to racism but also applies in this prayerful look at Thornapple’s past.. 

To prepare for your Holy History Sharing, in no more than one page, describe the dissonance, decline and 
division in Thornapple over the past decade from your perspective. 

While numbers are not everything, you might approach this by answering the question: How did Thornapple 
shrink to half its size over the years 2012-2019?

Focus on the history, the story that has led us to this point, as you understand and have experienced it. All of our 
stories are incomplete... and each one matters immensely to God. So do your best, consider this a prayerful 
exercise, and keep it to one page.

Please do not share your writing with anyone. At the Holy History Sharing you will get a chance to read it aloud. 
We will give each other the gift of holy listening.

Below are some reference points that may be helpful in your writing process.

It has felt like Thornapple is living out of divergent stories at this point in our 
history. Who are we? How did we get here? Where are we going? These 
questions have been swirling in the air with various answers in recent years.

 Attendance Giving* Senior/Lead Pastor Worship Student Other 
2007 811 $1,337,544     
2008 799 $1,276,809  Matt Anderson starts  Nepali-speaking 
      ministry starts 
2009 863 $1,318,418 Steve Armfield retires    
2010 805 $1,319,060 Rob Peterson starts    
2011 864 $1,339,152 Andrew Vanover starts 
2012 997 $1,467,566  Matt Anderson ends   
2013 952 $1,540,548  Three interims until   Karen Ingebretson 
starts    David Perry starts  Ram Aryal starts
2014 896 $1,535,725   Steve Raisch ends
     Nick Theobald starts  
2015 817 $1,586,200     
2016 753 $1,512,455     
2017 627 $1,512,913  David Perry ends Nick Theobald ends
    Michael Weller starts Cory Hendrickson starts  
2018 548 $1,423,807    Nepali-speaking 
      ministry ends
      Ram Aryal ends 
2019 515 $1,415,342     
2020 ??? $1,328,591 Rob Peterson ends   Cory Hendrickson ends Karen Ingebretson ends
   Remy Diederich starts  Peter Ek starts 
2021 ??? $1,181,082 Andrew Vanover   Michael Weller ends   
   called as Lead Pastor
   Remy Diederich ends 
  *Unrestricted funds


